Strip-Light LED
451160.002 | Linear luminaires

Ceiling and wall luminaires
4051859064337
LED
L 1436, B 23, H 37

Very compact linear luminaire with rocker switch. Universally suitable for store lighting, vault lighting, kitchen and bathroom lighting. Base: plastic. Diffuser: transparent plastic, prismatic. Excellent light distribution thanks to prismatic cover. Suitable for Ceiling mounting, Wall (surface). Easy to mount with clips. Connecting cables for through-wiring without tools. Max. 12 luminaires can be mounted as a light channel. Included in delivery: 1.80 m power supply cable, 150 mm connecting cable, straight rigid coupling and 2 brackets each for wall and ceiling mounting. Suitable for mounting on or into furniture.

Colours
- white

Dimensions
- Length L: 1,436 mm
- Width B: 23 mm
- Height H: 37 mm
- Weight: 513 g

Lamp
- Lamp: LED
- Colour temperature: 3000K
- Colour rendering index (CRI): 80
- Lifetime: 25000 h (L70/B50)

Lighting technology
- Colour temperature: 3,000 K
- Rated luminous flux: 2,100 lm
- Glare evaluation UGR (4H 8H) 1: 25,8
- Beam angle: 180° / 116°

Electrical
- Control gear: Converter
- Voltage: 220 - 240 V / 50 - 60 Hz
- System power: 22 W
- Luminaire efficacy: 96 lm/W

Approbations
- Type of Protection: IP 20
- Protection Class: II
- Glow Wire Test: 750°C - 30 seconds
- Impact Protection: IK02 (0,20 Joule)
- Safety marks: F-mark, MM
- ULOR: 18,6 %
- Trade mark: CE
- CIE Flux Code / CEN Flux Code: 36 64 85 81 100
- Energy efficiency class LED: A+
- Energy class of included lamp: A+